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Cotton Plus™ is the result of our commitment to continuous innovation and
technological development.
The combination of cotton and micro ﬁbres offers a whole range of new advantages:
The well-known water absorption properties of cotton are improved whilst micro
ﬁbres retain dry dust, thus ensuring superior dust control performance. Moreover,
the lifetime of the Cotton Plus™ mat is extended by about 40% compared with
conventional cotton mats, due to the superior performance of the yarn construction.
The colourfastness is signiﬁcantly improved, thereby improving the mats’ appearance
retention. This means that a mat not only lasts longer, but also has superior
appearance retention throughout its lifetime.
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The Cotton Plus™ mat is manufactured with our long-lasting nitrile rubber backing based on our most recent
innovation in rubber formulation. It is available with Gripper® or ﬂat back.
Customer labelling is available on borders and on the back of the mat.
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Product construction

Pile tufted of a mix of pre-dyed cotton and micro ﬁbre yarns with a
100% nitrile rubber backing

Sizes in cm (ca.)

85x120, 85x150, 85x300, 115x180, 115x200, 115x240, 150x250

Fabric weight (ca.)

980 gms/m²

Total weight (ca.)

2530 gms/m²

Pile height

11.5 mm

Border thickness

1.8 mm

Energy® backing

Allows optimum elimination of water during extraction process
(reduces/eliminates drying time)

Laundering

Please consult our Processing & Handling Guidelines

Warranty

Please refer to our written guarantee

All speciﬁcations are subject to change to meet the ongoing improvements and innovation of our products.

All speciﬁcations are according to ISO 9001 Quality certiﬁcation and ISO 14001 Environmental certiﬁcation.
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Milliken Walk Off® Mats
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